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Gromov’s asymptotic cone was clearly defined by van den Dries and Wilkie [1] using ultraproducts and has been studied by many authors, but the emphasis is sometimes related to the fact that the construction depends on choosing ultrafilters. Consequently thinking of nonstandard analysis does not seem to be useful in this area. On the other hand in tropical algebraic geometry many logical correspondences have been proved directly and thinking of nonstandard analysis is also abandoned. Similar thinking appears in the ultra-discrete analysis of D. Takahashi [2] and the heuristic correspondence of V. Maslov [3]. Here we give a point of view how they are connected and show what have been thought as analogies, i.e. analogical correspondences, are actually (mathematically) logical ones.

We explain how the characteristic equations of constant co-efficient differential equations and those of difference equations are related. Before explaining these, as an direct introduction of applications of non-standard analysis we give a proof of the existence of a finite-additive measure on a group from the Følner sequence related to amenability.
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